Talbot-Joan broadsword fight
	1
Talbot						Joan
	circle 180					circle 180

double pass forward/diagonal cut 2	stationary parry 2
follow bindover				bindover low to high-cast off
pass forward-  cut 5			stationary parry 5
follow bindover				bindover high to low-cast off
cut 2						right leg avoid, simultaneous parry 2
follow envelop				envelop
duck						head swipe
thrust 5B					pivot right-left "ha-ha" and pass back
follow glissade upstage			glissade forward, tip down, pommel up
react to pommel to left shoulder		right hand pommel punch to left shoulder
retreat 5 steps, nearly fall			stand and smile to enrage
retreat, then war cry & charge		stand & wait
thrust 2					parry 2
	cut 1						parry 1
cut 2						parry 2
grab J’s C2 wrist, overhead slash	follow grab down, duck, pommel to stomach
react to pommel, 2 steps back		pivot on right foot, overhead swipe
matrix duck , back parry			pivot left foot (to complete 180) cut to back
	flick J’s blade,  pivot left foot to 45	follow, pivot left foot to 45

disengage					disengage
	circle 180					circle 180 with demons

pass forward C3				pass back P3
cut 4						parry 4	
cut 1						beat parry 1
follow & react				pass forward crotch kick to right thigh
enraged thrust 3				parry 3, step in grab T’s wrist
grab J’s wrist back to back		follow back to back
	vertical cut					horizontal cut
avoid thrust 4				beat off, pivot spin to thrust 4
reinforced parry 5				cut 5
beat off					disengage
Talbot lines					leave
	Wearily resume guard			re-enter ready

Pass forward high thrust 5		envelope to down lock, left hook
React to hook, pivot left to back cut	follow momentum to pivoted back parry
Cut 2						readjust to parry 2
Push off wearily				disengage
Circle 180 					circle 180 with demons
Cut 1						parry 1
Cut 2						parry 2
duck						headswipe
parry 1					cut 1
parry 2					cut 2	
heaswipe					duck to trackstart
parry 	1					cut 1
parry 3 					cut 3
parry 4					cut 4
parry 5					cut 5
parry 1					cut 1
parry 2					cut 2	
parry 4 					cut 4
reinforced parry 5 hold			cut 5 hold
	push off to thrust 3				beat parry 3 360 to headswipe

duck to shin swipe				jump to shin hurdle
jump to head swipe			duck to blade to T’s throat
hold 						hold
wearily fall to knees			lines to exit


